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SCO OpenServer 5 is now obsolete and categorised as a legacy system. There is a need for 

such systems to be migrated onto modern hardware. This is difficult as a large percentage of 

SCO systems run bespoke software or highly integrated applications which still require this  

Operating System (OS). 

Many organisations are struggling to migrate from SCO platforms due to highly integrated 

applications embedded across complex integrated services or networks. With increasing 

hypervisor level virtualisation methodologies, such legacy systems can now be supported 

using technologies such as VMware and Microsoft HyperV.  Contact with VMware revealed 

that this had not been attempted with a SCO Unix platform. Our client required that the OS 

was migrated whilst preserving the underlining application and data, meaning a migration 

without a system re-install was required. 

The challenge was to migrate a 24/7 fully active financial system from 15 year old outdated 

hardware onto modern hardware without business downtime or data-loss. It was also 

necessary to preserve the system functionality including the OS, bespoke software and 

service connectivity. Loss of the data would guarantee business collapse; downtime would 

hinder customer relations due to loss of service and unsecure transitioning resulting in data-

leakage could result in malicious acts against personal or business reputation. 

A new and untested migration method was required to successfully migrate the SCO system 

onto a VMware platform. Research into alternative methods and many hours in the lab 

were required to find a stable and effective method to migrate the entire system and data, 

whilst maintaining data integrity. A block-level disk copy approach was identified as an 

obvious solution. 

A disk block-level-copy method was required to be able to duplicate the physical hard disk. 

A method known as G4U was tested and proposed to be the most secure method of 

achieving this. The reason the G4U method was chosen is because it supports all operating 

systems; G4U reads the disk bit by bit / block by block starting from #0 to the end. It 

includes any master boot record (MBR), partition table and the partitions themselves 

without further investigating the structure of the data stored in these partitions. 

This method was tested many times in the Lab and the process was tested further by 

migrating the client's test server first and allowing this to operate over an agreed testing 

period. Only once the migration was agreed to be successful was the production server 

migrated using the same procedure. The client's SCO Unix platform had been successfully 

migrated without data loss or interruption to business operations. 

 


